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 Security Sector Skill Development Council 

(SSSDC) in association with Central Association 

of Private Security Industry (CAPSI) organized 

Security Skills & Leadership Summit on 13- 14 

November 2016 at Hotel Lalit Ashok, Bengaluru.  

The event focused on ‘Kaushal Rakshak -

Surakshit Bharat’ (Skilled Guards – Secured 

India), as part of its national drive to transform 

the private security sector from an unorganized 

industry to an organized one and to secure India. 

 

 

 

 

 

The event was supported by Ministry of Skill 

Development & Entrepreneurship and National 

Skill Development Corporation. 

Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Hon’ble Minister of Skill 

Development & Entrepreneurship & H D 

Devegowda, Former Prime Minister of India and 

Mr. John Bruton, Former Prime Minister of Ireland 

graced the event. 

Gen J J Singh, Former Chief of Army Staff and Ex-

Governor of Arunachal Pradesh, Shri Shekhar Dutt, 

Former Defense Secretary & Governor of 

Chattisgarh, Shri R K Sinha, Member of Parliament, 

attended as our special Guest of Honour.  
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Almost 500 delegates from various sectors of the 

Private Security Industry representing Private 

Security/Investigation Agencies, Training 

Providers, Assessment Bodies, Govt Departments, 

Corporate Sector, Industry experts and other 

distinguished personalities from various sectors 

across India & globe participated in the Summit.  

Mr. Murlidhar Halappa, Chairman, Skill 

Development Corporation, Govt of Karnataka, Mr. 

Bhaskar Rao, IPS, Shri B S Sial, IPS (Retd) Former 

DGP-Karnataka, Mr. Harsh Wardhan, CEO, Europa 

India, Mr. Fred Wharton, President, North America 

Training Group, Mr. B M Shashidhar, President 

KSSA, Shri N C Padhi, IPS,Secretary Security, 

Govt of India, Shri Sanjay 

Sahay, IPS, ADGP, Karnataka, Lt Gen Mandhata 

Singh, PVSM,YSM,VSM, Col. J R Padki, Advisor 

Security-Infosys Ltd, Mr. Nandan Bhatia, Head 

Admin , Britannia Industries, Mr. Ashok Soota, 

Executive Chairman, Happiest Minds, Shri C Pal 

Singh, Honorary DG, CAPSI, Shri V V Katti, 

President, CAPSI, Shri Jasbir Wasu- Vice Chairman 

(Licensing), CAPSI, Mr. Mahesh Sharma, Secretary 

General, CAPSI,  Mr. Anil Puri, Vice Chairman, 

CAPSI along with CAPSI State Chapter Presidents- 

Mr. D S Reddy, Telangana, Comdt H S Chowdhary, 

Delhi, Capt Shibu Issac,  Tamil Nadu, Mr. S R 

Chauhan, Gujarat, Mr. C Bhaskar Reddy, Andhra 

Pradesh, Mr. Anirudh Singh, Jharkhand, Mr. C N 

Patil, Karnataka, Mr. V P Singh, MP, Raj Kumar 

Kumawat, Rajasthan, Mr. D P Singh, Convener, 

Bihar, Mr. Ghanshyam Pandit, Convener, HP, Mr. 

V M Pandit, Convener ACPI, Shri Subhash 

Wadhawan, President, APDI,  Mr. Ajit Singh, 

General Secretary, APDI attended the summit. 

 
This two days’ event witnessed the presence of 

CEOs & MDs of top security companies including 

Europa India, Security and Intelligence Services 

India Ltd, Topsgrup, Scientific Security 

Management Services Pvt. Ltd, TA Netgables, 

Checkmate, A.P. Securitas, Premiershield, Sam 

Security and Manpower Services, The Pearl 

Security Services, Force-1, SLV Security Services, 

Always Detectives, Shri Balaji Security Services, 

Difesa Security Services, Hawk, Mi2C and many 

more. 

 
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) was the major 

part of discussion. Different aspects of  

 

 

PMKVY 2 and Centers of Excellence were also 

discussed.  

Topics during the conference covered large number 

of issues concerning the PSS. Eminent Speakers 

from the industry shared their experience and 

thoughts on many issues faced by the Private 

Security Sector. The topics covered by Speakers 

during the first day of Conference were: 

 

 Security Paradigm in Smart Cities by Gen J 

J Singh, Former Chief of Army Staff & Ex-

Governor of Arunachal Pradesh. 

 Envisaging Skilling achievements in PSS 

2020 by Lt Col Naresh Malhan, President 

Corporate Affairs, AP Securitas 

 Preparing Soldier for Second Career. 

 Indian Army Training for Excellence and 

Recognition of Acquired Skills- Maj Gen 

(Retd) K Majumdar, COO – SSSDC 

 PMKVY II- Skill India Agenda by Maj Gen 

(Retd) A K Sakhuja, CEO- SSSDC 

 RPL- Career progression and economic 

sustainability & growth by Shri C Pal Singh, 

Former IGP, Hony DG- CAPSI 

 Professional Investigation Training- 

Effective online programs by Mr. Fred 

Wharton, President North America 

Training Group 

 Mobile ERP Solutions for Security 

Industries by Mr. Kaviraj Singh, MD - 

Saralweb 

 Background Verification of Guards by Mr. 

Praveen Agarwal, CEO- Betterplace 

 Ease of doing security business by Shri 

Pawanjit Ahluwalia, CMD- Premiershield 

 A synoptic view of GST and its impact on 

PSS by CA Abhay Desai 

 

Panel discussion carried out by industry experts 

on the following: 

 Training Centre Management – Challenges 

 Standardization and Quality Assurance in 

Service Delivery 

 Regulations & Compliances- Quality 

Delivery 
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 National Occupations Standards- 

Investigations- Training 

 PSS Issues 

 
Suraksha Gaan which was launched during last year 

Summit by Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy was played in the 

beginning of the Summit. 

Everyone present there in the hall joined together in 

singing this beautifully composed Suraksha Geet 

with its heart touching lyrics and amazing music. 

Everyone stood to pay honour to the Skilled Guards 

for keeping the nation safe. This song evoked a 

feeling of pride and dignity in fellow countrymen 

with its sublime words. The song highlighted the 

theme of the conference ie. Kaushal Rakshak- 

Surakshit Bharat. It also highlighted the qualities 

of a soldier/security guard and his love for 

motherland. It was very encouraging as well as 

motivating. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Security Skills & Leadership Summit 2016 

witnessed the maximum participation of trained & 

certified security guards from various top security 

companies.  

 
 

 

 
 

KAUSHAL RAKSHAK – ASSETS OF SECURITY 

INDUSTRY & PRIDE OF NATION 
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Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Hon’ble Minister for 

Skill Development and Entrepreneurship graced 

the occasion and praised the efforts made by 

SSSDC in skilling & training the private security 

guards across the country.  

 

Hon’ble Minister urged the PSS to set up quality 

training centres and centres of excellence across the 

country and make the eco-system more aspirational 

for the youth and security guards,  

He further said that PSS needs a lot of interventions 

in terms of various skills and I am ready to provide 

all aids required in skill development and 

management. 

He further added that the first and foremost task of 

the private security sector is to establish dignity of 

its security guards. This is only possible through the 

process of smart grooming and training. He urged 

the security industry to focus on product 

presentation and quality services. He assured 

thatwith enhanced skilling, the industry can train 

security guards for global markets as well.  

 

 

 

 

He mentioned that our security guards need smart 

training and skilling to enter global markets. We 

must create best quality security professionals who 

can work not only in India but also in other parts of 

the world and provide training in language and laws 

of other countries so that they can function without 

any hassle. 

 

RUDY URGED INDUSTRY TO TRAIN SECURITY GUARDS FOR GLOBAL MARKET 
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Kunwar Vikram Singh, Chairman welcomed the 

dignitaries & the participants at 11th Security 

Skills & Leadership Summit. 

Addressing the summit, Kunwar Vikram Singh, 

Chairman said the private security sector is the 

only business sector which sought government 

legislation to regulate itself so that better services 

can be provided. the government took quite long 

time to bring the Private Security Agencies 

Regulation Act (PSARA), but not the way we 

wanted. Many areas left unaddressed and many 

clauses proved counterproductive to steady growth. 

He urged the government to look into the issues 

and concerns of the private security sector at the 

earliest and extend all required support and aid to 

make it an organized industry.   

He mentioned that at present, the private security 

sector employs seven million people and is   

growing at an annual growth rate of 25 per cent. 

Growing urbanization coupled with retail boom and  

 

 

 

increasing security concerns in the society has 

boosted the PSS, the second largest employer of 

manpower after the agriculture sector, would also 

multiply its growth prospects in years to come.   

 

He further said that the PSS is remained 

unorganized due to lack of standardized training, 

assessment and certification practices, he said 

SSSDC envisions achieving uniformity in the 

standards of training, assessment and certification in 

the PSS in line with the global standards. 

SSSDC and CAPSI are working closely with the 

Government of India to strengthen private security 

forces across the country in line with the vision of 

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojna, which aims 

at skilling India. Chairman apprised the gathering 

that SSSDC is totally geared up to launch RPL 

Certification Plan for the entire existing security  

SSSDC TO SETUP CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE –      Kunwar Vikram Singh 
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guard force of 7 million. India will become country 

with largest force of trained & certified security 

guards. He motivated the audience by saying that we 

must now work and grow with total dignity to serve 

the nation. 

 
Chairman mentioned about the Centre of 

Excellence that will open lot of opportunities for 

India youth. He said these centers will not only 

train in terms of security management but will 

include other skills like communication and 

language. These centres will prepare smart trained 

international standard security officers. The first 

such centre will come up in the National Capital 

Region (NCR) in the next two months.  

“Besides the ministries of Defence and Skill 

Development, we have tied up with British, 

Australian and Irish institutions for the centres, and 

the curriculum has been drawn up as per the national 

Skill Policy of the Indian government,” said Mr. 

Singh. 
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Mr. John Bruton expressed his pleasure to be a part 

of this event. He congratulated Kunwar Vikram 

Singh, Chairman on achieving the honour of 

President of World Association of Detectives. He 

highlighted the importance of training & skills in 

the security industry. 

 

He mentioned that India has biggest advantage of 

having largest young population. Mr. Bruton 

applauded the efforts made by the Government for 

putting huge emphasis on development of skills in 

security sector. He mentioned that Government is 

taking measures to encourage people not to hold 

much cash and move towards the situation where 

people should make use of electronic transactions. 

He informed the audience that 91% transaction is 

carried out in Australia, 78% transaction carried out 

in France, 53% in China and only 22% transaction 

carried out in India. Govt is making India a cashless 

country and everyone is moving towards  

 

 

 

 

electronic transaction. Now this situation creates 

need of cyber security. 

He mentioned that Europa Security has developed 

program for the training of security guard who is 

involved  

in cash transfer. He expressed his interest to 

partnership with security companies in India where 

they can share their best practices for mutual 

interest and for the interest of their representative 

countries. 

 
 

IRELAND INVESTORS TO PROMOTE SKILLING IN INDIA -        Mr. John Bruton 
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Union Minister of State for Skill Development and 

Entrepreneurship Rajiv Pratap Rudy unveiled Star 

Badge for certified security personnel in the private 

security sector (PSS). 

For the first time, private security guards in the 

country will be recognized with Star Badge, 

highlighting their trained and certified status, by the 

Security Sector Skill Development Council 

(SSSDC). 

In his address, Rudy expressed hope that Star Badge 

embedded with SSSDC logo and barcode will give 

private security forces professional confidence and 

special status as well. 

Kunwar Vikram Singh, Chairman, SSSDC, said 

wearing star badge will not only make the badge 

holder trust his inner strength and stand out but also 

others to trust his competence and skills. This 

recognition by SSSDC will also increase their salary 

to Rs 15,000 from the current Rs 8,000-10,000, as 

per the guidelines of the Labour Ministry. 

Chairman said SSSDC will honour 20 lakh security 

guards with star badge across the country and it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
aims to certify the remaining 50 lakh security 

services personnel with required training and 

grooming in the next few years. 

Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy distributed Star badges to 
Trained and certified security guards. 

 
 

 
 

STAR BADGE – POWER OF SECURITY GUARD 

 

http://indiatoday.intoday.in/people/rajiv-pratap-rudy/24706.html
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Shri H D Devegowda, Former Prime Minister of 

India was the Chief Guest of the Valedictory & 

Award function. In his Address, he stressed the 

need for incorporating changes in the PSAR Act, 

2005. 

 

He applauded the immense growth of the security 

sector and the way top industry players carrying out 

the business in organized manner. He expressed his 

concern on major issue that the certificate issued by 

SSSDC which is not being recognized by the state 

controlling authorities.  

 

He expressed his concern on various other issues 

and assured the industry to raise this issue in the 

parliament to ensure the implementation of uniform 

law across the nation.  

 

He mentioned under the guidance of Shri Kunwar 

Vikram Singh, Chairman, this sector will grow for 

sure.  

He appreciated the major role played by Central 

Association of Private Security Industry 

(CAPSI) & Security Sector Skill Development  

 

 

 

 

 

Council (SSSDC) to streamline private security 

sector and categorize security guard under 

SKILLED category. He further said that this will 

bring a great change in the industry and also in the 

life style of security personnel. 

 

Former Prime Minister assured his total support 

to the security industry. 

 

 
 

 

SHRI H D DEVEGOWDA ASSSURED TOTAL SUPPORT TO PRIVATE SECURITY INDUSTRY 
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Shri R K Sinha congratulated the entire industry 

for getting recognition as Skilled workers. He 

also highlighted the efforts his ministry made to 

categorize the security guard under Skilled 

category.  

 

He informed that how the association (CAPSI) 

fought against & urged the Ministry of Labour and 

Employment last year to take steps to categorize 

security guards as Skilled workers in the Central and 

State Minimum Wages Acts.  

 

He said though it took long time to convince the 

Ministry that this industry is involved in highly 

skilled jobs but finally government realized this fact 

of security industry, 

 

He further said this move of Government will give 

a boost to the Private Security Industry and will 

attract quality manpower to entire industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He informed that security guards without arms and 
with arms are now being covered under SKILLED 
and HIGHLY SKILLED category respectively. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

SECURITY GUARDS ARE NOW CONSIDERED AS SKILLED WORKERS-  A REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT 
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Gen J J Singh, Former Chief of Army Staff & Ex- 

Governor of Arunachal Pradesh shared his views on 

security paradigm in smart cities. He expressed his 

thoughts on issues that country is facing to become 

as a world power and globe power in the 21st 

century. He said our country is passing through a 

very critical situation and we have very dynamic 

team leading us. He applauded the government for 

taking bold initiatives & quick decisions for the 

better future of India. He urged the audience to 

support and accept changes which will improve the 

economy of India. 

 

As government of India has announced to convert 

100 cities into smart cities. This smart city program 

hopes to revolutionize city life and improve the 

quality of life for India’s urban population. Smart 

City would require smart economy, bright people, 

smart organization, smart communication, smart 

engineering, smart transit, environment and smart 

security. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now its high time when we all should focus on best 

practices and be a role model to create smart cities. 

This project will bring major change in the lifestyle 

of every citizen, which will give strength to India 

and will create a modern India. He mentioned that 

there is no point of having smart cities if it’s not 

secure to live in. Security is major part of the 

masterplan of smart cities. 

 

SECURITY PARADIGM IN SMART CITIES –      Gen J J Singh 
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ROLE OF SKILLED GUARD FORCE IN 

NATIONAL SECURITY  

– Shri Shekhar Dutt 

  

 Mr. Shekhar Dutt, Former Defence Secretary & 

Governor of Chhattisgarh appreciated the 

efforts of SSSDC for the noble task of skilling the 

guards and improving their standard both 

socially and financially. 

 

He highlighted the security threats from internal and 

external sources. He highlighted the role of 

manufacturing sector and said “Manufacturing has 

emerged as one of the high growth sectors in India. 

Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi, had launched 

the ‘Make in India’ program to place India on the 

world map as a manufacturing hub and give global 

recognition to the Indian economy”. 

 

He mentioned the requirement of skilled & efficient 

people. He congratulated NSDC & SSSDC for 

making best efforts to streamline security sector. He 

urged the Industry to prepare the security guards for 

any situation which might occur in future to secure 

nation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRIVATE SECURITY GUARD’S 

DAUGHTER HONOURED DURING 

THE SUMMIT  
 

 
 

Young Girl Ms. Lakshmi Irangowda Patil who 

recently bagged Gold medal at the Under-16 2016 

UWW World Pankration Championships that was 

held in Russia was honoured with special Award 

during the Security Skills & Leadership Summit.  

 

Lakshmi Irangowda Patil, from a small town of 

Belagavi's Kangarli, is a daughter of private 

security guard. This is a moment of Pride for the 

Security Industry.  

She was also awarded with Cash prize of Rs. 

25000/- by Security Sector Skill Development 

Council (SSSDC). This young girl decided to 

make her career in the field of wrestling. 

The idea behind recognizing her success on the 

stage was to motivate talented youth and also to 

recognize the hidden efforts of her father working as 

Private Security Guard.  

Security Industry will not only recognize the 

honesty and hard work of its security guards but also 

their families.   
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Maj. Gen A K Sakhuja, CEO- SSSDC welcomed 
all the participants of security skills and leadership 
summit 2016.  
He thanked the industry leaders to support SSSDC 
to carry out skilling the existing workforce thru RPL.  
CEO gave snapshot of growth of SSSDC and 
informed the audience that till date 2.5 lac 
candidates have been certified.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
He spoke 
about PMKVY 
2 and training 
of Army 
personnel and 

courses 
conducted in 

designated 
regimental 

centres by the 
trainers after 
T3 courses. 
 
CEO informed 
that QP’s on 

CIT 
operations, 

fireman and 
fire safety is awaiting industry validation and 
work on QP for Security Driver’s Job role will be 
developed next. 
He mentioned upgrading the status of security 
professionals through Star Badges.  He 
reminded everyone about Hon’ble Prime 
Minister pledge to make India the skill capital 
of the world.  
 

 

 

PMKVY II – SKILL INDIA AGENDA -   Maj Gen A K Sakhuja 
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Maj Gen A K Majumdar, COO-SSSDC gave a 

presentation on Recognition of Prior Learning 

(RPL). 

He mentioned RPL under PMKVY2 gives the 

Security Industry a great opportunity to get their 

guards certified through the process. He explained 

the audience about three different ways of 

conducting RPL as mentioned under: 

a. RPL camps (Type1) – RPL in a location 

where workers of a particular sector are 

consolidated  

b. Employer Complex (Type2) – RPL on – site 

are an employer’s premises  

c. RPL (Type3) – RPL at designated centres for 

geographically scattered workers who 

need to be mobilised  

He explained about the different steps to conduct 

RPL process in all three types mentioned above. 

a. Step 1 – Mobilisation  

b. Step 2 – Counselling & Pre-Screening  

c. Step 3 – Orientation  

d. Step 4 – Final Assessment  

e. Step 5 – Certification and Payout  

 

 

 

 

He further said to carry the 

process forward, Project 

Implementation Agency 

(PIA) will be nominated. 

PIAs could be either SSCs 

or nominated bodies. The 

Criteria Given for this is-: 

a. Between 5000 and 

10000 candidates, PIA can 

be anybody/ Agency. 

b. Between 10000 

and 25000 PIAs will be 

SSCs  

All Security agencies are 

required to fill up the RPL 

Project Proposal and forward to the SSCs for 

Security and onward submission to NSDC who will 

after due diligence be allocating the vacancies. In 

most cases, SSSDC will be the PIA.  

He mentioned that orientation training will be 

conducted for 6 hours (now amended to 12 hours) 

and if found suitable the candidates will be put 

through the assessment process for which 

Assessment Body will be nominated. All data of the 

candidates will be uploaded in SDMS and on 

successful completion of the Training the candidate 

will be eligible for certification through Pitney and 

Bowes.  

The Payouts for the above process is under -: 

a. Individual Successful completion – INR 500 

b. PIA – INR 1400 (now INR 1700 for Type 1)  

c. Assessment – INR 600 (to be paid to SSC)  

SSSDC has circulated a feedback form to the 

agencies for filling up and depositing it with the 

council for compilation. Depending on the response 

and members pledged by various Security Agencies, 

the process will thereafter be taken forward and 

executed. 

 

INDIAN ARMY TRAINING FOR EXCELLENCE AND RECOGNITION OF ACQUIRED SKILLS - 

 Maj Gen K Majumdar   
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PSS AWARDS 
 
Guest of Honour Mr. John Bruton, Former Prime 
Minister of Ireland presented the most prestigious 
Awards of the Security & Investigation sector to the 
winners under various categories. 
 
 

Life Time Achievement Award in 
Investigation & Intelligence 

 
Shri Pawanjit Ahluwalia, CMD – Premier Group 
 
 

Life Time Achievement Award in Security 
 

 
Shri Haridas Menon, Managing Director 
Vigil Security Bureau Pvt Ltd 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Security Personality of the Year 

 
Flt. Lt. (Retd) K.P. Nagesh, Managing Director- Uniq 
Detective & Security Services Pvt Ltd 
 

Security Professional of the Year - Lt Col J. 
S. Paul Award 

 
Mr. Samarjit Singh receiving Award on behalf of 
Gen (Retd) Y S Rawat-Checkmate Services Pvt Ltd 
 

Young Security Entrepreneur of the Year 

 
Shri Sunil N J, Managing Director- Difesa Security 
Services 
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Security Entrepreneur of the Year 
 

 
Dr. C Murali Madhavan, Managing Director- 
Warrior FMS India Pvt Ltd 

 
Investigation Entrepreneur of the Year 
Shri Ankush Khanna, Director - Hawk Intelligence 
Services 

 

AWARDS 
 

Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy presented the most  
prestigious awards to the best performers in 
the sector.  
 

Best Master Trainer   -    

 
Mr. GS Shekhawat, IG (Retd), SSSDC 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Assessment Body ( AB) 

 

 
CAPSI A & C 

 

Best Training Centre 

Best Training Centre in different regions was 

awarded for maintaining a high training standards 

and infrastructure. 

 South -   Raxa Security Services Ltd, 

Bengaluru        

                

 
West -   CISS Academy for Skill Human 

Development Pvt Ltd, Mehsana 
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North  -   MI2C Security & Facilities Pvt Ltd, New 

Delhi 

 

Best Training Partners were awarded for 

displaying high quality of professionalism. 

 

 
South     -    Indian Eye Security Pvt Ltd, 

Belgaum     

     

 

 
East -    Ranchi Security Pvt Ltd, Ranchi 

 

 

 

 

 
West - Pratap Security and Allied Training Institute, 

Jaipur 

 

 

 
North -    Peregrine Guarding Pvt Ltd, Gurgaon 

 

Best Trainer  
Best Trainers were awarded for displaying high 

training acumen. 

 

 
North – Mr. Teja Singh Tanwar receiving on behalf 

of Mr. DC Lohani 
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South - Sub SA Shakur 

 

 

 
East - Mr. Bhaskar Chatterjee  

 

Best Assessor  
Best Assessors were identified and awarded for the 

professional competence. 

 

Mr. Bharat Singh, Aspiring Minds  

 

 

 

 

 
Sub Maj Ved Prakash Sharma (Retd), CAPSI A & C 

 

 

 
Capt Ramesh Chandra (Retd), TSA 

 

Star Skill Support Award  

This Award was given for displaying high levels of 

camaraderie. 

 

Ms Gloria Joseph 

Mr Pankaj Gupta 

Mr Mithun Bhaskar 

Ms. Manmeet Kaur 

Ms. Aaisha Thakur 

Ms. Shaumi Sharma 
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Special Award for Fireman & Fire 

Safety Training  

The special award given for high quality training. 

 

 
Mr Vikram Mahurkar (Checkmate) 
 

 

 
Mr Balwant Singh (DISSM) 

 

SSC Management – JESSI Software 

Consultancy Pvt Ltd, Chennai was awarded for 

innovation. 

 

 

Roll of Honour Award- 
 

 
 Mr. Vishwanth V Katti, President- CAPSI was 
awarded for his outstanding acts, services and 
achievements that exemplify and support the 
CAPSI goal of developing a leadership-centered 
culture throughout the PSS. 
 

VOTE OF THANKS 

 
Mr. Mahesh Sharma, Director expressed his sincere 

thanks to all participants for making the event 

successful. He was delighted to see the maximum 

participation trained & certified Trainees /Trainer 

from various TPs affiliated by SSSDC participated in 

good numbers.  

 

It was encouraging to see the positivity of the 

participants. The Summit was indeed a grand 

success.  
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GALA NIGHT AT HOTEL ASHOK   

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 


